Vehicle platooning is of great importance in future autonomous driving and intelligent transportation systems, due to its advantages in road safety, traffic efficiency, energy consumption and exhaust emissions. This paper focuses on the scalability performance of platooning control, which aims to achieve long platoon size under the premise of ensuring consensus behavior of the platooning vehicles. However, in classical platooning schemes such as ACC (adaptive cruise control) and CACC (cooperative adaptive cruise control), as the number of platoon members increases, the communication range of the leader and the cascaded sensor delay affect the scalability of platoon. In this paper, a scalable platooning scheme, CACC-granulation, is proposed to improve the scalability of platooning based on a novel information flow topology. The granulating method is used to solve the problem of limited communication range of leader for CACC by forwarding their own information to platoon members through some vehicles. The CACC-granulation granulates platoon information flow topology and enhances the platoon scalability by reducing information flow topology matrix. Simulation experiments are conducted to verify the consensus and scalability performance of CACC-granulation. Compared with other two platooning schemes which can get long platoon size, i.e., ACC-cascade and ACC-CACC-integration, the simulation results indicate the performance advantages of the proposed CACC-granulation, which not only meets the consensus of platooning control, but also enhances the scalability of platooning control.
I. INTRODUCTION
Vehicle platooning is one of the important application scenarios in future autonomous driving, aiming to improve road safety, increase traffic efficiency, and decrease energy consumption and exhaust emissions [1] , [2] . vehicle platooning is a group of vehicles in a closely linked manner, nose-totail, so that the vehicles move like a train with virtual string attached between vehicles [3] , [4] .
This paper focuses on the longitudinal control of the platoon. Longitudinal control can be centralized or decentralized [5] . In the centralized control, vehicles get their The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Martin Reisslein . control commands from centralized units. They are therefore not autonomous and communication is fundamental: any loss or delay in communication is critical. While in a decentralized control, each vehicle receives data from other vehicles, but calculates its own control in a stand-alone manner, so that communication remains very important, but that its loss is not as critical as the centralized case [6] . Multiplatooning is typical of decentralized control. Furthermore, recent technological advances in vehicle automation (e.g., Google's driveless car [7] ) are opening a new prospect for platooning and multiplatooning. With the help of the leader vehicle in each platoon, a multiplatoon enables higher vehicle traffic flow and lower management complexity than a single large platoon, particularly in a highly dynamic scenario [8] , [9] . platooning control from the perspective of information flow topology.
Some efforts have been devoted to improve scalability of platoon based on different information flow topologies. S.K. Yadlapalli et al. pointed out that one vehicle should communicate to a large number of other vehicles if the spacing errors in the platoon need to be guaranteed insensitive to the platoon size [27] . But platoon scalability is more than just connecting more vehicles to the platoon. It has a lot to do with platoon stability. S.Darbha et al. indicated that the motion would lose stability beyond platoon scale [28] . The information flow topology dictates the pattern of communication between vehicles and is essential for effective platoon control, therefore, plays a critical role in the design and performance analysis of platooning control strategies. Y. Zheng et al. use matrix eigenvalue analysis, the scalability is investigated for platoons under two typical information flow topologies, i.e., bidirectional topology and bidirectionalleader topology [11] . Y. Zheng et al. also study the influence of information flow topology on the close-loop stability of homogeneous vehicular platoon moving in a rigid formation with algebraic graph theory and Routh-Hurwitz stability criterion [29] . And Y. Zheng et al. provide some tools, such as the algebraic graph theory and matrix factorization technique, are employed to model and analyze scalability limitations [15] . But few papers consider the instability of the platoon caused by the interference between the sensors and the delay of different information flows.
Accordingly, in order to improve the scalability of platoon, this paper proposed a platoon strategy. CACC-granulation uses a novel information flow topology, which is proposed based on the idea of granulation in artificial intelligence [30] , [31] . The artificial intelligence granulating method is applied to the platoon information flow topology. The idea of granulation is a way of intelligent computing, which is derived from physics. From the 1970s to the early 1980s, people introduced the idea of dividing large substances into particles, molecules, and atoms in physics into the information field to deal with inaccurate and incomplete massive information in the real world to realize intelligent systems [32] . In the granulating platoon, several small platoons are merged into one large platoon, and the large platoon can also be divided into multiple small platoons. After granulation operation, the platoon member vehicles being the first vehicle of each platoon granulation will behave as both the leader of a platoon and the tail of the preceding platoon, thus to overcome the limitation of wireless communication range and enhance the scalability of platoon. The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
• Applying the idea of granulation to design a novel information flow topology to enhance the scalability of CACC platoon and granulating the platooning information flow topology by matrix transformation.
• According to the dynamic model of the vehicles, three platoon strategies which may result in long platoon size are discussed. They are ACC-cascade, ACC-CACCintegration, and CACC-granulation.
• The results show that CACC-granulation can achieve best scalability, i.e., can maintain consensus for a long platoon size. And it has more than just consensus; it also has the smallest error disturbance. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The definition and introduction of platoon scalability is presented in section I. Three scalable platooning schemes include ACC-cascade, ACC-CACC-integration and CACC-granulation are analyzed in section II. The assumptions about the platooning system are given in section III. The proposed CACC-granulation for scalable platooning control is introduced and discussed in section IV. Simulation comparison experiments of ACC-cascade, ACC-CACC-integration and CACC-granulation are shown in section V.
II. SCALABLE PLATOONING SCHEME
There are ACC and CACC in classical platoon control. Among them, vehicles under ACC control exchange information by means of radars or sensors. And the vehicles under the control of CACC exchange information by means of wireless communication. Based on these two technologies, there are three schemes to enhance platoon scalability as depicted in Fig.1 .
ACC-cascade scheme is shown in Fig. 1(a) . It can be considered as the multiplatoon, with only one vehicle per platoon. Each vehicle is equipped with sensors that are controlled by the ACC and connected one by one in the direction of sensor information flow. This cascade method is based on PF topology and easy to get long size platoon. But with more and more vehicles are connected to the platoon tail, the delay time of information to the tail vehicle will be accumulated. In order to solve the safety of platoon, we construct the ACC-cascade control formula (1) with constant time headway. In order to maintain platoon safety, the time headway will be set more than one second because the ACC platoon control only uses dynamics of preceding vehicle [33] . But as more and more vehicles are connected to the tail for multiplatoon that each platoon includes one vehicle, the whole platoon consensus is getting worse.
ACC-CACC-integration scheme is shown in Fig. 1(b) . Every vehicle is equipped with sensors and on-board unit in a CACC platoon. Two or more CACC platoons are connected into the multiplatoon. Some CACC platoons based on PLF topology are connected together based on PF topology to enhance the scalability of platoon. In Fig. 1(b) , the control input of ACC-CACC-integration has ACC sensors delay time and CACC communication delay time, because sensors is the easiest way to obtain preceding vehicle dynamics under PF topology. ACC-CACC-integration is a simple way to enhance scalability of platoon. Each small platoon is an CACC platoon, and the subsequent platoons are connected to the tail of the previous platoon. These CACC platoons are connected one after another to form the multiplatoon.
In order to enhance scalability of platoon, we design the scheme of scalable platooning that can overcome the limitation of communication range of the leader under the most dominant PLF topology as shown in Fig. 1(c) . Each vehicle is equipped with on-board unit, and the dynamics information of the first vehicle of each platoon granulation is transmitted to the first vehicle of next platoon granulation (e.g., the leader sends itself's dynamic information to the third vehicle and the third vehicle sends itself's dynamic information to the sixth vehicle as depicted in Fig. 1 ) by wireless communication. We use the granulating method to rearrange PLF information flow topology of CACC according to the limitation of communication range of leader. Finally, the platoon is divided into several small platoons, and small platoons can also be combined into a large platoon. In other words, multiplatoon containing multiple small platoons are more closely connected through directed information flow topology with granulating method.
III. ASSUMPTIONS
A platooning system can be considered as a combination of four important components: vehicle longitudinal dynamics, information exchange flow, decentralized controllers and inter-vehicle spacing policies [34] - [37] . Because we focus on the novel information flow topology to improve the scalability of vehicle platooning, the assumptions of the other components are as follows:
(1) Vehicle longitudinal dynamics include the engine, drive line, brake system, aerodynamics drag, etc. In this paper, we consider that every vehicle has the homogeneous doubleintegrator model [38] .
(2) Information flow topology is important to this paper, three different topologies are discussed, including: ACC-cascade, ACC-CACC-integration and the proposed CACC-granulation (as depicted in Fig. 1 ).
(3) Decentralized controller is adopted in this paper. Decentralized control is that each vehicle controls its own vehicle status based on other vehicles' information.
(4) There are two major spacing policies for classical vehicular platoons: the constant time headway policy and constant distance policy [25] , [36] . For the constant time headway policy, the desired inter-vehicle distance varies with vehicle velocity. In the constant distance policy, the desired distance between two consecutive vehicles is independent of vehicle velocity. Here, we consider the constant time headway policy used for ACC control, because the vehicles can only get the information of the predecessor. In order to ensure the safety of the vehicles, inter-vehicle distance needs to change with the speed of the predecessor. For CACC control, we consider a constant distance, which means that the vehicles are controlled to move in a rigid platoon while following a leader, because the vehicles can get the information of the predecessor and leader.
Considering N vehicles driving along a highway, three schemes that may improve the platoon size are depicted in Fig. 1 , including ACC-cascade, ACC-CACC-intergration and CACC-granulation. Platoon member (vehicle i) is to follow its preceding vehicle driving at a desired inter-vehicle distance S. Here S is constant time headway in ACC strategy or a constant distance in CACC strategy [33] , [39] , [40] .
Two platoon members are schematically depicted in Fig. 2 with S being the distance between vehicle i and its preceding vehicle i − 1. The main objective of each vehicle is to follow its preceding vehicle at a desired distance S. But, inter-vehicle distance will be changed due to sensor delay, communication delay, and weather, etc. causing a distance error δ i .
For ACC-cascade, ACC-CACC-integration, CACCgranulation, they have same distance error expression. Here x i (t) and x i−1 (t) are distances of vehicles i and i − 1 from the start point within time t, respectively. δ i = x i (t) − x i−1 (t) + N i−1 +S is the distance error [41] . N i−1 is the length of vehicle i − 1.
IV. CACC-GRANULATION FOR SCALABLE PLATOONING
The CACC-granulation granulates the classical CACC information flow topology to achieve the scalability of platoon. For the scalable classic ACC platoon and CACC platoon with limited vehicle communication range restrictions, two enhanced platoon scalability schemes of ACC-cascade and ACC-CACC-integration were proposed as benchmark schemes for the CACC-granulation scheme. Three schemes, ACC-cascade, ACC-CACC-integration and CACC-granulation (as shown in Fig. 1 ), are considered in this section to acquire the long platoon size. Each scheme is discussed to get the desired acceleration of the platoon members.
A. ACC-CASCADE
ACC-cascade scheme is as shown in Fig. 1(a) . Every vehicle in the platoon is equipped with sensors, controlled by ACC and connect each other one by one followed by the direction of information flow. This cascade method is easy to connect more vehicles. But with more and more vehicles connected to the platoon tail. The delay time of tail vehicle will be accumulated. In order to solve the safety of platoon, we construct the ACC-cascade control formula (1) with constant time headway. The ACC method only using preceding vehicle information, and in order to maintain platooning safe the time headway will be set more than one second [33] .
ACC-cascade is the simplest platoon. Firstly, the control information of vehicle is from radar and sensor, platoon member is unlimited under cascade method. Meanwhile, the delay time is cumulative along with the number of vehicles increases. ACC-cascade vehicular acceleration is calculated as follows. This was constructed according to previous literature by Segata et al. [33] .
whereẍ des i (t) is desired acceleration of vehicle i at time t, λ is a design parameter strictly greater than 0 (default set to 0.1). δ i is the distance error.ξ i is relative speed between vehicle i and vehicle i − 1. T s is time headway, S is desired intervehicle distance. In order to ensure the safety of passengers, [25] said it must be T s ≥ 2L, here L is actuation lag [42] . In order to compute (1) . Finally,we can get relationship of desired acceleration between vehicle i and vehicle i − 1 over time t :
where delaytime ACC is the sensor delay time of ACC-cascade, N is vehicular number, t is time of platoon travel. w 1 is the start speed of vehicle i−1, and w 2 is the start speed of vehicle i within t.
B. ACC-CACC-INTEGRATION
ACC-CACC-integration scheme is as shown in Fig. 1(b) . Each vehicle in the CACC platoon is equipped with sensors and on-board unit. Two or more CACC platoons are connected by sensors. There are two reason for ACC-CACC-integration, the first one is the communication range of leader of CACC platoon is limited for vehicle. The second reason is existing classical vehicle platoon control strategy that is not controlled by wireless communication is ACC. So the control input of ACC-CACC-integration has ACC sensor delay time and CACC communication delay time. ACC-CACC-integration is a simple way to enhance scalability of platoon and we use the S − Leader algorithm to choose next leader in the platoon. Under CACC, platoon members get information not only from predecessor vehicle but also from leader of platoon. At this time, some of platoon members are within the range of leader. When vehicles being outside the range, it can be connected by ACC. We establish the CACC formula (3) using constant distance to ensure vehicle safety. This was constructed according to previous literature by Segata et al. [33] .
where gap des is constant distance. Because the delay time of CACC from wireless is much smaller than ACC delay time from sensor, we choose constant distance to represent desired inter-vehicle distance S of CACC.ẋ 0 (t) andẍ 0 (t) is speed and acceleration of leader respectively. a, b, c, d, e is parameter depicted as follows:
where W is weighting factor between the acceleration of leader and preceding vehicle. ζ is drag coefficient and always be set 1. b w is receiving signal frequency. Since the distance between the leader and vehicle i is different from that between the vehicle i − 1 and vehicle i, the delay times of vehicle i − 1 and leader transmitting information to the vehicle i are different.
In order to indicate that CACC communicate not only with the leader but also with the predecessor, we constructed graph-based topological modelling. For example, 8 vehicles matrix under ideal CACC controlling represent as follows:
The information flow among platoon is described by a directed graph N = {E N , U , A N } with a set of vehicular nodes U = {1, 2, 3, N }, a set of edges E N = U × U and the adjacency matrix A N = [a ij ] ∈ R N ×N . Edge (i, j) represents that vehicle j transmits information to vehicle i. If a ij = 1, vehicle j transmits information to i, else a ij = 0.
In order to maintain a desired acceleration and desired distance we define the following high-order consensus problem.ẍ
where L is the length of platoon, L ecr is effective communication range of leader(e.g 80m [4] ), x i (t) is the absolute position of i−vehicle, d ij is desired distance between vehicle i and j.
The relationship between d i,0 and L ecr depicted as follows:
when L > L ecr , we choose some vehicles as S-Leader for ACC-CACC-integration. A S-Leader vehicle connects preceding vehicle by ACC sensor, because vehicles behind S-Leader are beyond the communication range of leader. The selecting S − Leader algorithm is depicted as follows. (3) (4) (6) and the transformation process from formula (1) to formula (2), we get formula of ACC-CACC-integration desired acceleration with time:
where delaytime CACC is communication delay-time of S-Leader, m is the number of S-Leader. ACC-CACCintegration shows that when platoon members being outside the rang of wireless communication of leader, S-Leader can be connected to the tail of the preceding platoon. And then, the vehicle control behind vehicles by broadcasting acceleration and speed of leader. The scalability of platoon can be enhanced by this method.But we use S-Leader controls platoon by different link method, it will cause an additional delay time every linking to preceding vehicle. For example, [43] using CVS (connected vehicle systems) theory to solve the problem of network scalability. But this method established under CCC (connected cruise control) vehicle and traditional vehicle. The network scalability is enhanced by increasing the number of CCC vehicles. It means we need to always ensure the number of CCC vehicles on the roads. But that will increase the traffic pressure.
But this method is inadequate in the scalable platoon, and have not fundamentally solved the information flow problem of platoon scalability. Next, this paper provides a CACC-granulation method that comes from artificial intelligence to optimize the platoon topology flow and reduces platoon delay time.
C. CACC-GRANULATION
In order to enhance scalability of platoon, we must optimize the platoon topology flow, and overcome the limited communication range of leader. CACC-granulation scheme is a good way to overcome these disadvantage as shown in Fig. 1(c) . Each vehicle equipped with on-board unit, the information of leader passed to the G-Leader by wireless. Then G-Leader passed itself vehicle dynamic to the next G-Leader, the whole platoon can receive the information of G-Leader. We rearrange the information flow topology of CACC using granulating method. The improved S − Leader algorithm is used in CACC-granulation, G − Leader = S − Leader-1. It overcomes the limited communication range of the leader, and the platoon additional delay-time caused by ACC-CACC-integration.
In the platoon, leader is always equipped with experienced driver or auto-vehicle. For CACC-granulation, platoon granulation is a part of platoon, and every platoon granulation is a completed platoon with CACC. Each G-Leader communicate with next G-Leader by wireless communication. G-Leader is the trail of preceding platoon granulation and the leader of next platoon granulation. It does not retransmit preceding G-Leader information to its granulation member, it directly transmits itself information to them. If x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x t (t ≥ 1) is a group data of U , where x i ∈ U (i = 1, 2, · · · , t). The representation of merging data may be associated with the subset {x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x t } after merging x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x t . Then we can use {x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x t } to represent joint reconstruction or combined normalization of x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x t . The situation t = 1, say {x 1 }, it means x 1 not be combined with other data, then {x 1 } and x 1 are the same. If merging data x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x t is defined as {x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x t } and the other merging data x can be expressed as a single data set {x}, then this representation of data U can be regarded as the division of data U .
Definition 1: Let U be a platoon. Considering the set E = VOLUME 7, 2019 i.e. E i ⊆ U . E is called consolidated-granulating set of U if it satisfies following conditions:
x t } and t > 1, we say that the platoon granulation E i is merging data or granulating representation; If E i = {x 1 } and t = 1, we say that the grain E i is called reserved data.
If E satisfies three conditions as above, then consolidatedgranulating set E = {E 1 , E 2 , · · · , E k } is a kind of division of U . E provides a plan that merging data or reserved data and E is a representation of merging data or reserved data. This method of data processing is the same way with granular computing [30] , [31] .
For example 8 vehicles platoon, the effective communication range of leader can only arrive to the 4-th vehicle, but we want to form an 8 vehicles ideal CACC controlling matrix (5) . Considering three vehicles as a platoon granulation. The matrix reduction of platoon granulation as follows. Comparing with the original matrix (5), granulating matrix (9) neglects connection between 0 and 4, 5, 6, 7. This matrix (10) transmits connection between 0 and 1, 2, 3 into connection between {0, 1, 2} and {3, 4, 5}. It means that leader do not directly communicate with followers that outside effective communication range. But the information can reach the followers by platoon granulation. If we continue this way, we can get a corresponding granulating matrix for endless vehicle. The final matrix is expressed as follows:
The granulating matrix is described by a directed graph with a set of granulation E. Edge (i, j) represents that platoon granulation j transmits information to platoon granulation i by G-Leader. If a ij = 1, platoon granulation j has G-Leader transmitting information to i, else a ij = 0. When i = j, a ij = 1 represents that all vehicles receive information from G − Leader in one platoon granulation. When i = j + 1 a ij = 1 represents that G − Leader transmits itself information to next platoon granulation. Simultaneously, matrix computing is easy to transmit into program, so this method is easy to embed in the onboard computer. Combining with formula (8), CACC-granulation formula is constructed as follows:
Formula (8) and formula (12) are almost the same. But the G-Leader in formula (12) forwards itself information, the delay of the entire platoon is only one delaytime CACC under CACC-granulation. In general, not only granulating matrix simplifies the matrix expression, but also the inverse of matrix is a new way of information flow topologies for platoon. If the G-Leader can maintain the consensus of platoon by forwarding its own information in CACC-granulation, it means that the information flow of the leader can be transmitted in this way instead of the multi-hop method of wireless communication. Next section, we will make a simulation analysis of platoon consensus and scalability to verify the feasibility of definition 1.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Firstly, the consensus of platoon under different schemes is simulated, and then the platoon scalability is simulated. Refer to [33] , [44] for the platoon simulation, and we get a lot of parameters with actual vehicles test. Then we set the following vehicle parameters table 1 to verify the three schemes in Fig.1 .
A. DEFINITION OF CONSENSUS AND SCALABILITY
Definition 2: An important indicator of vehicular platoon is string stability. A platoon is said to be string stable if the disturbances are not amplified when propagated downstream along the vehicle string [45] . String stability is important to vehicular safe, but it does not represent the consensus of platoon [16] . A platoon is said to be consensus if the follows move like the leader. We consider consensus-based error. Vehicle distance, speed and acceleration consensus coefficient be calculated as follows:
where i indicted i-th vehicle, w is variable. D i is distance consensus error between vehicle i and leader. V i is speed consensus error between vehicle i and leader. A i is acceleration consensus error between vehicle i and leader. Simulation results are shown in Fig 6, 7, 8 . Definition 3: In theory, the feasibility to handle the scalability of platoons depends on whether the eigenvalues of Laplacian matrix and Pinning matrix are analytically obtainable [46] , [47] . In general, to analytically obtain these matrix eigenvalues is rather difficult. Up to now, Y. Zheng et al. conclude that if the leader information is broadcasted to every follower, resulting in the so-called bidirectional-leader topology, the scalability of platoon can be significantly improved [11] . From Pete Seiler et al. theorem, we conclude that this strategy will always lack scalability because the gain from disturbances to errors grows without bound as the platoon length grows [48] . So a platoon is said to be scalability if error disturbances e is close to zero. We construct the error disturbance formula along the direction of information flow as follows:
where n ≥ 2π is because that acceleration disturbance from leader is periodic. We choose actual acceleration difference e of vehicle i and i − 1 to represent error disturbance at the time that tail vehicle receives acceleration disturbance from leader. The result is shown in figure 12 , 13, 14. Under the control of ACC-CACC-integration, the vehicle displacement, acceleration, and speed change with time as shown in Figure 4 . The change of the 4th, 5th, 6th, and 7th vehicles acceleration, speed and displacement cannot be same with the changes of 0th, 1th, 2th, and 3th vehicles at the same time. That because the ACC sensors delay time delaytime ACC . According to Algorithm 1, S-Leader is only connected to the next CACC platoon, and the information of platoon leader cannot be sent to the rear vehicle in time.
Under the control of CACC-granulation, the vehicle displacement, acceleration, and speed change with time as shown in Figure 5 . It can be seen that 0th, 1th, 2th, 3th, 4th, 5th, 6th and 7th vehicles haves a smooth and short communication delay time delaytime CACC at all vehicles receive acceleration disturbance. Then all On the basis of Algorithm 1, we choose the vehicle of s-leader as the leader of platoon. At this point, the s-leader is not only the tail of the previous CACC platoon, but also the leader of the next CACC platoon, which can timely transmit the information of the S-Leader to the rear, enhancing the scalability of the platoon.
The first four vehicles of Figure 4 have the same delaytime CACC as the first four vehicles of Figure 5 , and the motion state is similar. But in terms of consensus, the first four vehicles in Figure 4 have better consensus than the first four vehicles in Figure 5 . The delaytime ACC in Figure 4 is much larger than the delaytime CACC in Figure 5 , so the scalability of ACC-CACC-integration is poor. We proposed a granulating method to avoid the emergence of delaytime ACC in Figure 4 , highlighting the advantages of our granulating method.
Evaluating platoon scalability, it means that the information of the leader can be transmitted to the rear vehicle in time.
In order to ensure smooth information transmission and avoid the error of the control model itself, we need to evaluate the scalability under the premise of ensuring consensus behavior of platoon.
C. CONSENSUS ANALYSIS
According to definition 2, it can be seen from figure 6, 7, 8, the simulated data indicated that the CACC-granulation is better than the others in terms of consensus-based stability. In CACC-granulation of Fig 8, the consensus performance of the vehicle in terms of vehicle headway, acceleration and speed is close to perfect, but this only shows that the information that the rear vehicle can receive the leader vehicle in time cannot fully explain the scalability of the vehicle.
In Fig 8, it can be seen that motivation of platoon member is almost the same with leader at headway, acceleration and speed. However, with the simulation time increasing, the trend of a slight increase in the distance between vehicles is due to the influence of communication delay. According to formula (14), 24 hours experimental simulation for intervehicle distance as follows:
The 30s simulation has a tendency to increase the distance between the predecessor and the vehicle in Fig 8. For Fig 9, the 24-hour inter-vehicle error simulation results show that the inter-vehicle distance range between the vehicle and the previous vehicle is less than the constant distance gap des . That is to say, the consensus-based error is not amplify with t, the platoon is always driving safety, the stability of platoon can always be maintained.
All three schemes of Fig 1 are based on technologies that have been implemented today. In order to prove that the granulating method can improve the platoon consensus. We assume t = delaytime CACC in ACC-cascade and ACC-CACC-integration.
The consensus coefficient of acceleration is reduced for ACC-cascade in Figure 10 . And the consensus coefficient of acceleration, speed and headway are reduced for ACC-CACC-integration in Fig 11. But they have worse consensus than CACC-granulation. In general, ACC-cascade and ACC-CACC-integration consensus does not exceed Figure 8 , not because of their different delay-time but because of the superiority of the granulating method.
D. SCALABILITY ANALYSIS
According to definition 3, we analysis the scalability of platoon. Refer the article [48] and formula (14) error disturbances e, we can get results as follows. Simulation is the time of the last vehicle of platoon starts making sinusoidal acceleration changes. The scalability of ACC-cascade as depicted in Fig 12. As the number of vehicles increases, the error disturbance is close to zero, which indicated that the scalability of platoon is better and the convergence speed is very fast. But the error distribution range is relatively large.
The scalability of ACC-CACC-integration as depicted in Fig 13, as the number of vehicles increases, the error disturbance of the vehicle is almost near the zero, but there are always some jumping points due to the additional delay- time. It hardly converges, but the error range is smaller than ACC-cascade. The scalability of CACC-granulation as depicted in Fig 14, with the increase of the number of vehicles, the error disturbance of the vehicle is near to zero. Compared with ACC-cascade, CACC-granulation error distribution range is smaller. But the convergence speed is slower than ACC-cascade. Compared with ACC-CACC-integration, CACC-granulation has a smaller error disturbance and convergence speed.
In general, evaluating platoon scalability is based on stability. ACC-cascade is easy to connect more vehicles, but due to the cascading delay-time, the platoon consensus is worse. The CACC-granulation complements ACC-cascade shortcomings. Although the error disturbance convergence speed is slower than ACC-cascade, the error disturbance is small, the platoon consensus is strong. The ACC-CACCintegration has a good consensus, but has poor scalability because of error disturbance dispersion. Finally, the best method to enhance platoon scalability is CACC-granulation. It has almost perfect platoon consensus and scalability.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper focuses on improving the scalability of platooning control by using a novel information flow topology based on granulating method. CACC-granulation is proposed, in which the granulating method effectively solve the limitation of leader communication range and accumulated sensor delay. Since the granulating process is reversible, the granulating method simplifies the platoon information flow topology, and also expands the information flow topology of leader through G-Leader. According to the simulation results, CACC-granulation not only maintains platoon consensus but also enhances scalability of platoon. In the future, the influence of the undirected information flow topology on the choice of granulation method is worth studying under different control strategies. For different environment, the choice of communication mode and control strategy for platoon is also crucial.
